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Architectural styles timeline pdf

How did the world's great buildings develop? Let's trace the history of architecture in the Western world, starting with the first famous buildings that humans have built to the vast skyscrapers of modern times. This quick overview illustrates how each new movement builds on the one before. Although our deadlines list
dates, historical periods do not start or stop at precise points in the calendar. Periods and styles flow together, sometimes merging contradictory ideas, sometimes inventing new approaches and often re-inventing older movements. Dates are always approximate: Architecture is fluid art. Architecture in prehistoric times
Before recorded history, people built earthen mounds, stone circles, megaliths and structures that often confuse modern archaeologists. Prehistoric architecture includes monumental buildings such as Stonehenge, rock dwellings in America, and straw and mud structures lost to the weather. Ancient Egypt 3, 050 BC until
900 BC In ancient Egypt, powerful rulers built monumental pyramids, temples and shrines. Far from primitive, huge structures like the Pyramids of Giza were engineering feats capable of reaching great heights. Classical 850 BC to 476 AD From the rise of ancient Greece to the fall of the Roman Empire, according to
precise rules, large buildings were built. , which defined the styles of columns and entablature designs, continues to influence the design of the building in modern times. Byzantium 527 to 565. After Constantine moved the capital of the Roman Empire to Byzantium (now called Istanbul) in 330 B.A. Emperor Justinian
(527th) Romanesque 800 to 1200 AD As Rome spread across Europe, a heavier, more blinding Romanesque architecture with rounded arches emerged. Churches and castles of the early Middle Ages were built with thick walls and heavy yetths. Gothic architecture 1100 to 1450 AD Pointed arches, ribbed vaults, flying
buttocks and other innovations led to a more, graceful architecture. Gothic ideas led to magnificent cathedrals like Chartres and Notre Dame. Renaissance architecture 1400 to 1600 And the return to classical ideas u introduced an era of awakening in Italy, France and England. Andrea Palladio and other builders looked
at the classic ranks of ancient Greece and Rome. Long after the end of the Renaissance era, architects in the Western world found inspiration in the beautifully proportioned architecture of the period. Baroque architecture from 1600 to 1830 In Italy baroque style is reflected in luxurious and dramatic churches of irregular
shapes and extravagant decoration. In France, a highly decorated Baroque style is combined with classical restraint. Russian aristocrats were impressed by Versailles in France and incorporated Baroque ideas into the St. Peter's building. Elements of an elaborate Baroque style can be found throughout Europe. Rococo
architecture 1650 to 1790 AD During the last phase of the Baroque period builders built graceful white buildings with sweeping curves. These rococo buildings are elegantly decorated with sweets, vines, shell shapes and delicate geometric patterns. Neoclassicism in architecture 1730 to 1925 AD Great interest in the
ideas of renaissance architect Andrea Palladio inspired the return of classical forms in Europe, great Britain and the United States. These buildings are proportional to classic orders with details borrowed from ancient Greece and Rome. Art Nouged architecture from 1890 to 1914 known as the New Style, art noupsia was
first expressed in fabrics and graphic design. Style expanded to architecture and furniture in the 1890s. Art noufly buildings often have asymmetric shapes, arches and decorative surfaces with curved, plant designs. 1895 to 1925 AD Also known as Beaux Arts Classicism, Academic Classicism, or Classical Revival,
Beaux Arts architecture characterized by order, symmetry, formal design, grandiosity, and elaborate decorations. Neo-Gothic architecture from 1905 to 1930 AD At the beginning of the twentieth century Gothic ideas applied to modern buildings. Gargoyles, arched windows and other medieval details decorated with huge
skyscrapers. Art Deco Architecture 1925 to 1937 AD Zigzag patterns and vertical lines create a dramatic effect on jazz-age, Art Deco buildings. Interestingly, many Art Deco motifs are inspired by the architecture of ancient Egypt. Modernist styles in architecture 1900 to the present day. The 20th and 21st centuries have
undergone dramatic changes and astonishing diversity. Modern trends include the Art Moderne and Bauhaus school coined by Walter Gropius, deconstructiveism, formalism, modernism and structuralism. Postmodernism in architecture 1972 to the present day. Reaction to modernist approaches has led to new buildings
reinventing historical details and familiar motifs. Take a closer look at these architectural movements and you will probably find ideas dating back to classical and ancient times. Architecture is the art of designing and building buildings. And The Ultimate Muscle Builder for Small Men is the art of designing the human
body, and this is also important. Of course, it is impossible to completely ignore natural data or age, but adjusting the physical shape and getting a muscular, beautiful body is achievable. First of all, we are talking about a proper diet, including specially formulated dietary supplements that stimulate muscle growth and are
not harmful to health. Use only proven products! And do not forget about regular, thoughtful workouts in the gym, preferably with a personal trainer. Articles and notes on architecture can be found all over the Internet. You can also create your own website by desecration to this topic. You just need high traffic to get
information to Quickly. JinMatic SEO service will help you do this. Seo-specialist in internal optimization is a search engine optimization specialist who makes the site's content understandable and attractive to the search engine. External optimization includes increasing site ranking by increasing citation indexes when
recognized sites are associated with promoting resources. Architectural periods and your house For house history and information on residential styles from colonial to Victorian to modern days, see But the history of humanity is reflected not only in the history of architecture. The history of alcoholic beverages occupies a
special place in the history of mankind. The production of alcoholic beverages and their consumption reflect the cultural and religious characteristics of the population of different countries. And with LavoWine.Com you can enjoy drinks from different countries and peoples, and at the same time be absolutely sure of the
high quality of the product. Whether you want to sample French wine or Japanese sake, Scotch or Russian vodka, the best choice is to buy them from LavoWine.Com, the most reliable alcohol delivery KL. Don't hesitate! (Picture: Daria Predakhina from Pixabay) October 31, 2017 Arki HOATOA Notes Edit This is just an
approximation of the history of architecture in the Western world because architecture is fluid art. Historical periods do not begin or stop at precise points on calendar architecture in Prehistoric Times - people have built earthen mounds, stone circles, megaliths and structures - it includes monumental structures such as
Stonehenge, rocks in America and thatched and muddy structures. Ancient Egypt 3,050 BC to 900 BC - powerful rulers built monumental pyramids, temples and shrines. - huge structures like the Pyramids of Giza were engineering feats capable of reaching great heights. Classical 850 BC until 476 BC - the rise of
ancient Greece to the fall of the Roman Empire - large buildings were built according to precise rules - Classical rows, which defined the styles of columns and entablatur designs, continue to influence the design of construction in modern times. Byzantine 527 to 565 AD. - The capital of the Roman Empire moved to
Byzantium (now called Istanbul) in 330 AD - Roman architecture evolved into a graceful, classically inspired style - used brick instead of stone, domed roofs, elaborate mosaics, and classical forms - Emperor Justinian (527 AD to 565 AD) led the way. Romanesque 800 to 1200 AD - appeared heavier, stocky
Romanesque architecture with rounded arches. - Churches and castles of the early Middle Ages were built with thick walls and heavy yetts. Gothic architecture 1100 to 1450 AD - Pointed arches, ribbed vaults, flying buttocks and other innovations led to a more, graceful architecture. - Gothic ideas led to magnificent
cathedrals like Chartres and Notre Dame. Renaissance architecture 1400 to 1600 AD - return to classical the age of awakening in Italy, France and England. - Andrea Palladio and other builders watched the classical orders of ancient Greece and Rome. - Long after the end of the Renaissance era, architects in the
Western world found inspiration in the beautifully proportioned architecture of the period. Baroque architecture from 1600 to 1830 - Baroque style is reflected in luxurious and dramatic churches of irregular shapes and extravagant decoration. - In France, highly decorated Baroque style is combined with classical restraint.
- Russian aristocrats were impressed by Versailles in France, and they incorporated Baroque ideas into the St. Petersburg building. - Elements of elaborate Baroque style can be found all over Europe. Rococo architecture of 1650 to 1790 AD - the last stage of the Baroque period - builders built graceful white buildings
with sweeping curves. - Rococo buildings are elegantly decorated with webs, vines, shells and delicate geometric patterns. Neoclassicism in architecture 1730 to 1925 AD - great interest in the ideas of renaissance architect Andrea Palladio inspired the return of classical forms in Europe, the United Kingdom and the
United States. - buildings are proportional to classic orders with details borrowed from ancient Greece and Rome. Art Nouged architecture 1890 to 1914 AD - known as The New Style - first expressed in fabrics and graphic design, the style expanded to architecture and furniture in the 1890s. - buildings often have
asymmetric shapes, arches and decorative surfaces with curved, plant design. Beaux Arts Architecture 1895 to 1925 AD - also known as Beaux Arts Classicism, Academic Classicism, or Classical Revival, - architecture is distinguished by order, symmetry, formal design, grandiosity, and elaborate decorations. Neo-
Gothic architecture 1905 to 1930 AD - Gothic ideas were applied to modern buildings - Gargoyles, arched windows and other medieval details decorated with huge skyscrapers. Art Deco Architecture 1925 to 1937 AD - Zigzag patterns and vertical lines create a dramatic effect on jazz-age - many Art Deco motifs are
inspired by the architecture of ancient Egypt. Modernist styles in architecture 1900 to the present day. - dramatic changes and astonishing diversity. - trends include art moderne and bauhaus school coined by Walter Gropius, deconstructiveism, formalism, modernism and structuralism. Postmodernism in architecture
1972 to the present day. - reaction to modernist approaches led to new buildings that reinvented historical details and known motifs. - ideas dating back to classical and ancient times. SOURCE:
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